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Overview
Over the last 50 years, a significant amount of research and clinical expertise has been devoted to
characterizing the effects of prenatal alcohol exposure on the developing fetus. Simultaneously, a variety
of systems and approaches have also emerged to provide diagnostic guidance for the related diagnoses.
Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD) is now widely used to describe the resultant sequelae associated
with prenatal alcohol exposure.
Despite ongoing pressure to develop a consensus around diagnostic approaches for FASD, different
multidisciplinary diagnostic systems continue to emerge.1-5 Recently, significant differences in diagnostic
sensitivity and specificity were revealed after comparing the 2005 Canadian diagnostic guidelines1 and the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th edition diagnosis Neurobehavioural disorder
associated with prenatal alcohol exposure (ND-PAE).6 Although considerable overlap was identified
between both sets of criteria, the neurobehavioural domains assessed for a ND-PAE diagnosis limited the
identification of patients with FASD.7
Similarly, two recent publications that describe revised diagnostic approaches for outcomes resulting from
prenatal alcohol exposure are now available: the revised Canadian guidelines8 and an updated IOM
approach.9 The Canadian publication documents a national process, which included representation from
multidisciplinary experts in the field,8 while the other was developed by a group of leading specialists and
researchers from the United States.9 Though the two publications share some commonalities, several
significant differences are noted and described further in this issue paper. Both publications arose in
response to emergent data in the field that supported improvements and changes to the diagnostic
process. Although, both approaches continue to underscore the need for a multidisciplinary team
approach, comprised of individuals with specific expertise and experience in the field of FASD, three
specific differences were apparent: 1) the craniofacial criteria; 2) the clinical cut-off for neuropsychological
impairment; and 3) the diagnostic nomenclature.
Methodology
The methodological approaches of the two diagnostic systems differed in their approach and external
consultation processes. The updated Institute of Medicine (IOM) approach included a thorough literature
review and reflected the collective expertise of the authors. In contrast, the Canadian guidelines used the
AGREE II framework, in which a 14 member steering committee led the development of the guideline and
included input from 35 diagnostic clinics across Canada. Extensive consultations from national and
international experts was obtained via 6 in-person focus groups + a 2-day international workshop. A
systematic review of the literature was conducted and appraised using the Grading of Recommendations
Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE)10 system for rating quality of evidence and grading
the strength of each recommendations.
Prenatal Alcohol Exposure
Documented prenatal alcohol exposure (PAE) is challenging in the clinical setting, as studies have shown
that women tend to under-report (or not report) their alcohol consumption during pregnancy.11-13 Many
factors influence obtaining reliable antenatal records (i.e., moving between healthcare providers; national
or international adoption; medical records lost or destroyed over time), which can confound and delay
the diagnostic process. The effects of PAE are complex, multifaceted and vary by individual. They have
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been described as growth deficits, physical defects, craniofacial dysmorphology and central nervous
system (CNS) dysfunction, the latter of which is considered the most debilitating and persistent,
necessitating life-long supports and resources. Although FASD results from PAE, the contribution of other
determinants of health (environment, socioeconomic status, genetics, adverse life experiences, mental
and physical health) have been extensively reviewed for their contribution to the severity and prevalence
of FASD. 14
In the updated IOM guidelines, any one of the following constitutes documented PAE: reliable clinical
observation; self-report; reports by reliable source; medical records; alcohol treatment; social, legal or
medical problems; positive alcohol-exposure biomarker(s); increased risk assessed by a validated
screening tool; drinking levels reported by the mother 3 months before her pregnancy/positive pregnancy
test.9 In the Canadian approach, the criteria are: Reliable clinical observation; self-report; reports by
reliable source; medical records; alcohol treatment; social, legal or medical problems.8 An important
difference between the two guidelines is the lower cut-off values for weekly and binge drinking in the
updated IOM guideline compared to the Canadian guidelines (Table 1).
Table 1.
Updated IOM Definition
≥6 drinks/week for ≥ 2 weeks during
pregnancy;
≥3 drinks per occasion on ≥ 2 occasions
during pregnancy

Canadian Definition
≥7 drinks/week during pregnancy;
≥4 drinks per occasion on ≥ 2 occasions
during pregnancy

Growth
The Canadian diagnostic guidelines have removed growth as a diagnostic criterion; the updated IOM
guidelines have not. The recommendation to remove growth as a diagnostic criterion was based

on historical clinical reports, basic science and clinical research.15, 16 Growth, per se, is neither
sensitive nor sufficiently specific to indicate a FASD diagnosis. In the latter, growth at ≤ 10th
percentile is indicative of growth restriction.
Facial Dysmorphology
A significant difference between the updated IOM guidelines and Canadian guidelines are the criteria for
positive facial evaluation (Table 2). The concomitant presentation of the three sentinel facial

features of FASD (short palpebral fissures, poorly formed philtrum and flat vermilion border of
the upper lip) have been reportedly specific to PAE. 16 Of the triad of clinical facial features associated
with prenatal alcohol exposure, the updated IOM guideline only require 2 of 3 for positive facial evaluation
while the Canadian guidelines require all 3.
Table 2.
Updated IOM
-Short Palpebral Fissure: ≤ 10th percentile
-Smooth Philtrum: 4 or 5 score on guide
-Thin Vermilion Border of upper lip: 4 or
5 score on guide

Canada
-Short Palpebral Fissure: ≥ 2 SDs below
the mean (< 3rd percentile)
-Smooth Philtrum: 4 or 5 score on guide
-Thin Vermilion Border of upper lip: 4 or
5 score on guide
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Neurodevelopmental Assessment and Neuropsychological Evaluation
Both diagnostic guidelines recommend standardized tests for conducting the neurodevelopmental
assessment; however, the clinical cut-off for diagnosis is ≥ 1.5 SD below the mean in the updated IOM
guidelines; and ≥ 2 SD below the mean in the Canadian guidelines. All diagnoses must include
neurobehavioural impairment in 1-2 domains in the updated IOM guidelines; there must be evidence of
neurodevelopmental impairment in 3 or more brain domains (or for infants and young children,
microcephaly) in the Canadian guidelines based on the following brain domains (Table 3):
Table 3.
Updated IOM
Brain Domains:
1. Global Intellectual
2. Cognition
3. Behaviour and Self-Regulation
4. Adaptive Skills

Canada
Brain Domains:
1. Motor Skills
2. Neuroanatomy/Neurophysiology
3. Cognition
4. Language
5. Academic Achievement
6. Memory
7. Attention
8. Executive Function
9. Affect regulation
10. Adaptive Behaviour, Social Skills or
Social Communication

Nomenclature
The updated IOM diagnostic terminology maintains the original 4 diagnostic categories (FAS; pFAS; ARND;
ARBD) that were introduced by the IOM, with the disclaimer that ARND cannot be diagnosed in children
< 3 years. They report that the ARBD diagnosis is necessary, although uncommon and that changing the
nomenclature introduces confusion. An importance clarifier is the suffix added to each diagnostic
category: “with cognitive impairment” or “with behavioural impairment”. In contrast, the Canadian
guidelines have recommended using FASD as a diagnostic term to simplify the understanding of a
diagnosis. FASD is further categorized as “with sentinel facial features” or “without sentinel facial
features” based on the presence of absence of facial features, respectively. Additionally, the Canadian
approach have recommended the use of an “at-risk” designation that is not a diagnosis, but identifies
clients who need to be reassessed at a later date.
Patient Population
The targeted diagnostic population for the updated IOM guidelines was 0-21 years; while the Canadian
guidelines provided recommendations for diagnosis across the lifespan.
Conclusion
Although both guidelines recommend a multidisciplinary approach to diagnosis, the goal of the updated
IOM guidelines were to improve sensitivity and increase inclusion of children in the complete continuum
of FASD (but could lead to overdiagnosis). The Canadian guidelines were intended to provide specific
guidance for diagnosing infants/young children and adults; to improve clarity of the nomenclature and to
refine the criteria for the neurodevelopmental assessment. Moving forward, universal agreement on a
diagnostic system for FASD would provide the opportunity to more accurately determine the true prevalence
and incidence of FASD on a national and international scale, as well as the comparison of data sets from
different diagnostic centres.
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